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Abstract: The growing number of stoichiometric reconstructions and models tends to change the model building process. Instead 

of creating a new model from scratch scientists can look at the earlier created relevant models to assess the opinion and consensus 

level of other modellers. Several initiatives have been performed to build consensus models for particular organisms following this 

approach. One of possible improvements in the model development taking into account earlier developed ones is automated 

comparison of models. That is enabled by the fact that models usually are in a computer readable format to be simulated. Still 

there are some problems like different ways of naming metabolites, models without formulae of metabolites, different approach in 

definition of compartments and other peculiarities of different research groups at different times. 

There are several software tools that offer reconciliation or mapping of metabolites in models to assess the similarity of models. It 

is computationally trivial to find metabolite pairs with identical names in two models. Still very often the comparison algorithms 

lack flexibility and some work should be done by manual curation of metabolite pairs to recognize that the difference is caused by 

symbols like brackets, quotes, apostrophes, spaces, upper/lower case letters or similar ones. 

The proposed approach suggests combination of automated comparison with manual curation: most of possible metabolite pairs 

are rejected by computer leaving just the most similar metabolite pairs for manual comparison. The elasticity in metabolite name 

comparison is introduced using Levenstein similarity ratio and Levenstein edit distance. Application of these criteria with different 

acceptance thresholds is analyzed comparing two models of Saccaromyces cerevisiae with 681 and 1063 metabolites. The results 

are compared with manually approved pairs of matching metabolites. 
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1. Introduction 

The molecular processes in cells form a huge network, 

which makes detailed mathematical modeling and simulation 

extremely difficult (Schulz et al., 2006). Genome-scale 

reconstructions of metabolic networks and stoichiometric 

models may contain thousands of metabolites and reactions 

(Thiele et al., 2013). The functions of such networks are hard 

for the human mind to comprehend (Palsson, 2006). The 

process of iterative model building (Thiele and Palsson, 2010) 

promises to accelerate biological discovery, product 

development, and process design (Ideker et al., 2001; Palsson, 

2006). The increasing knowledge base of living organisms 

leads to even more complex biochemical models and scientists 

often decide to model only a part of genome, not the whole 

metabolism (Mednis and Aurich, 2012).  

 It is wise to look around and check what other models of 

that particular organism exists before creating a new model of 

an organism or it’s part. If more than one model is available, it 

is important to evaluate them and choose as starting point the 

most comprehensive model, the one with least inconsistencies, 

intersection or merge of models. The published genome-scale 

reconstructions of the same organism should be carefully 

compared to avoid misleading conclusions. Consequently, the 

need for analysis, comparison, intersection and merge of 

biomodels is growing. The demand for a method to relate 

different models has been pointed out (Gay et al., 2010; 

Radulescu et al., 2008).  

Metabolites could be compared by chemical formula and 

name. Due to identical formulas in case of isomers 

(Poggendorff, 1830) and the lack of formula in many models 

the comparison of metabolite names becomes irreplaceable. 

Still chemical formulas also can serve as additional criterion 

during comparison of models. If the formulas are available, it 

is possible to check if they are equal for the particular pair of 

metabolites. Still the main criterion remains metabolite name. 

Comparison is an essential procedure before merging or 

intersecting two or more models. Some model comparison 

related functionality is proposed by existing software tools. 

The COBRA toolbox (Schellenberger et al., 2011) has two 

functions related to the search for duplicates and the 

comparison of two models. CheckCobraModelUnique() finds 

reactions and metabolites that are not unique. The second 

function isSameCobraModel() receives two models as input 

parameters and returns three outputs: isSame - “true” if all 

common fields are identical, otherwise “false”; nDiff - number 

of differences between the two models for each field. 

The FAME (Flux Analysis and Modeling Environment) 

(Boele et al., 2012), is a browser-based graphical interface that 

allows users to build, edit, run, and visualize stoichiometric 

models. The Fame also has comparison and merge 
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functionality. The merge facility can be used to merge an 

additional pathway into an existing model. When merging, one 

model must be designated the master model, and the other the 

slave model. This is to ensure that whenever a merging conflict 

exists, e.g. when a reaction exists in both models but with 

different constraints, the information in the master model will 

take precedence. 

If reactions have the same reaction ID in both models (this 

is usually the case for identical reactions if both models are 

generated by the same source, such as FAME), they are 

assumed identical will be included only once. However, FAME 

has no way of knowing whether reactions are identical if 

neither reaction IDs nor species IDs follow the same 

convention - if this is the case, both versions of the same 

reaction will be included. If a reaction has been deleted from 

the master model, but exists in the slave model, it will be in the 

result of the merge operation (existing reactions overwrite 

deleted ones, as no record of deletions is kept). 

The above described tools do not tolerate even small 

differences in metabolite names like brackets, quotes, 

apostrophes, spaces, upper/lower case letters and some more 

symbols which may be caused by the modelers style of 

defining metabolites. Therefore many pairs of identical 

metabolites may not be recognized leading to wrong 

conclusions about the similarity of models. Some other tools 

compare models in a more flexible and adaptive way. 

Model SBMLmerge feature is provided in SemanticSBML 

(Krause et al., 2010). SBMLmerge (Schulz et al., 2006) first 

merges the lists of elements in the annotated input files. The 

resulting list is then searched for conflicting elements by 

pairwise comparison, based on the identifying attributes, 

including the annotations. If two conflicting elements are 

found, their describing attributes are compared. The values for 

these attributes can be identical for both conflicting elements, 

or they can differ in one or more values: if all attribute values 

are identical, the elements are assumed to have the same 

biological meaning. 

If both networks (models) come from the same source or 

both models contain information about metabolites chemical 

formula, it is possible to skip reconciliation of metabolites. An 

approach of reaction comparison based on comparison of 

metabolites formulas has been described by Mednis (Mednis et 

al., 2012; Mednis et al., 2012). However, such approach is not 

suitable when metabolite chemical formulas are not available. 

A software tool ModeRator (Mednis et al., 2012) for 

biochemical network comparison can perform metabolite 

mapping between two models based on name similarity and 

other criteria as well. The software tool also introduces three-

level-filtering algorithm (Mednis and Aurich, 2012) which 

significantly reduces the amount of data that requires manual 

curation. 

This article is devoted to the efficiency analysis of 

additional comparison criteria in application of mapping 

metabolite names. The impact of filtering by similarity ratio 

and edit distance, metabolite compartments and Three-level-

filtering is discussed. Two Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Baker's 

yeast) models are compared to determine how the thresholds of 

name similarity criteria impact the number of manually 

approvable pairs.  

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Pairwise comparison 

The purpose of metabolite mapping or reconciliation 

(Oberhardt et al., 2011) is to find a corresponding metabolite in 

Network B for each metabolite from Network A (Fig. 1).  

Comparing two lists of metabolites can be very laborious 

since it involves the screening of all possible element 

combinations. Therefore software automatically rejects invalid 

combinations leaving only the most similar pairs of 

metabolites for manual curation. 

The algorithm of metabolites reconciliation starts with 

creation of Cartesian product from both lists of metabolites. 

The result is another list containing all possible pairs of 

metabolites (Fig. 1). The next step is to calculate name 

similarities for all metabolite pairs in this list. 

 
Fig. 1. Pairwise comparison before Three-level-filtering. 

 
1st filter 

The 1st filter is a set of user defined thresholds for various 

criteria. In the example discussed in this section, the criterion 

is name similarity ratio. We used Levenstein edit distance 

(Levenshtein, 1966) and similarity ratio implementation in 

pylevenstein (Mulligan, 2013). The threshold in this example 

is 55%. It means that each pair where metabolites names 

similarity ratio is below the threshold will be automatically 

discarded leaving only the most relevant results (Fig. 2). The 

edit distance can be used as a criterion. In such case, the 

algorithm automatically discards pairs with edit distance above 

the threshold. 

The user can define also the compartment threshold. 

Filtering by compartments takes into account the information 

about metabolites compartments and will automatically discard 

those metabolite pairs where the information about their 
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compartments is conflicting. In a real-world example a pair of 

glucose[cytosol] and glucose[extracellular] would be 

discarded, but a pair with L-lysine[cytosol] and L-

lysine[cytosol] would be spared because  the compartments are 

matching. 

 
Fig. 2. Three-level-filtering: 1st filfer. 

2nd filter 

The 2nd filter discards pairs with least similarity. It is 

possible that many pairs with the same metabolite have 

similarity higher than the threshold. In Fig. 3 the metabolite 

“glycerate” has connection with metabolite “2-glycerate” and 

“pyruvateM”. However, the similarity with metabolite “2-

glycerate” is higher and therefore all other connections to 

metabolite “glycerate” are discarded. The algorithm iterates 

through all connections of each metabolite from Network A 

and discards pairs with similarity less than highest. 

 
Fig. 3. Three-level-filtering: 2nd filfer. 

3rd filter 

The 3rd filter also discards pairs with least similarity. 

While the 2nd filter eliminates multiple connections to the 

same metabolite in Network A (Fig. 3), the 3rd filter does the 

same thing, but in opposite direction. It eliminates multiple 

connections to the same metabolite in Network B by 

discarding pairs with similarity ratio less than highest (Fig. 4). 

Fig. 4. Three-level-filtering: 3rd filfer. 

2.2. Application of thresholds of different criteria 

The threshold for similarity between two metabolite names 

is a number (set by the user) ranging from 0 to 100%. 

Examples of similar names and their similarity ratios are listed 

in Table 1. 

 Table 1.  

Example of similarity ratio and edit distance variations for 

different strings 

String A String B Similarity 

ratio 

Edit 

distance 

Bicarbonate bicarbonate 0.9 1 

Glucose-6-

phosphate 

Glucose six 

phosphate 

0.8 5 

Glucose-6-

phosphate 

Glucose-six-

phosphate 

0.9 3 

L-tryptophanyl-

tRNAtrp 

L-Tryptophanyl-

tRNA(trp) 

0.86 4 

L-lysine L-Lysine 0.87 1 

D-glutamate L-Glutamate 0.81 2 

While the three-level-filtering algorithm does not solve the 

problem of fully automatic comparison, it can drastically 

reduce the amount of data that requires manual approval 

(Mednis and Aurich, 2012). 

3. Results and discussion 

In the experiments described in this article two 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Baker's yeast) models were 

compared. The models having 904 and 1268 reactions are 

based on iND750 (Duarte et al., 2004) and iLL672 (Kuepfer et 

al., 2005). Both models have located metabolites and reactions 

in compartments. In all experiments similarity ratio threshold 

was decreased step-wise from 100% to 5% with the step size 

5% (except where it is noted). 
The total number of metabolite pairs to process is 723903 

and is formed by a multiplication of metabolite numbers in 

both models – 1063 and 681. In this case the maximal possible 

number of valid pairs (MPNVP) can not exceed 681 as that is 

the number of metabolites in the smallest model. The effect of 

all the three filters at different similarity ratio thresholds (Fig. 

5) indicate almost linear increase of filter 1 passing metabolite 

pairs. Threshold “0” means that 1st filter is not operating at all. 

Therefore the curve reaches the total number of metabolite 

pairs when threshold is low. The curves of 2nd and 3rd filter 

stop growing when the threshold is below 40%. Thus the 1st 

filter  functions as a pre-filter and the realistic number of 

combinations for manual comparison is determined by 2nd  

and 3rd filter. 
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Fig. 5. The effect of three-level-filtering. 

In the Fig. 5 the number of matched pairs after the 3rd filter 

at low similarity ratio threshold reaches MPNVP: maximal 

number of possible pairs. Introduction of compartment 

criterion reduces the number of mapped pairs to 60% of 

MPNVP (Fig. 6) demonstrating the high importance of correct 

compartment handling during comparison. Even at the 

similarity ratio threshold of 100% the number of metabolites 

with identical names reduces the number of matched pairs by 

half (48%) when compartments are taken into account. 

Different criteria can be combined while comparing 

metabolite names. Additional introduction of edit distance to 

similarity ratio (compartments not taken into account) (Fig. 7) 

reduces the number of mapped pairs. 

In the Fig. 7 legends dist=100 means that edit distance 

threshold were 100. Since not one metabolite had a name 

longer than 100 characters, it can be assumed that this 

threshold is disabled. Dist=20 means that for each particular 

pair of metabolites it is allowed to have 20 different characters. 

Dist=5 means that only 5 edit operations are allowed to edit 

one name into another - if the edit distance for particular pair 

of metabolites is longer, the pair is automatically discarded. 

In fact the edit distance criterion removes pairs with high 

similarity ratio if the number of different symbols exceeds the 

edit distance. Therefore the edit distance criterion gives effect 

when the similarity ratio drops below 80% because in case of 

high similarity usually the number of different letters is low. At 

some level of similarity ratio the edit distance criterion gives 

impact and prevents inclusion of metabolite pairs with high 

number of different letters.  

The results revealed by automatic metabolite mapping were 

manually curated by a biologist. To reduce the amount of data 

for manual curation, the filtering by compartments were used 

(because such information was available). During the manual 

curation the biologist approved 407 metabolites out of 289 

automatically mapped. Data used in manual curation is 

available in supplementary materials. 

 

 
Fig. 6. The effect of filtering by compartments on 2nd and 

3rd filter. 
 

 
Fig. 7. The effect of combined thresholds: similarity ratio 

and edit distance 

4. Conclusion 

In case of two model comparison by metabolite names, the 

total number of combinations to be compared equals to the 

product of number of metabolites in both models which may 

lead to thousands or millions of candidate pairs. Therefore 
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manual comparison is not a good alternative.  The comparison 

by name similarity is a compromise between automatic and 

fully manual comparison. The major part of possible candidate 

pairs can be rejected automatically using simple, but laborious 

inspection. While the three-level-filtering algorithm does not 

solve the problem of fully automatic comparison, it can 

drastically reduce the amount of data that requires manual 

curation. 

Low similarity ratio threshold values (down to 0%) leave 

all the work for manual comparison while high values (up to 

100%) take into account only identical names. Therefore in 

case of rough comparison (for instance when many models 

have to be compared) the similarity ratio threshold should be 

kept high to reduce manual curation workload. In case of 

detailed comparison the similarity ratio threshold should be 

kept lower (50-60%) to avoid rejection of potential metabolite 

pairs. 

Compartments should be taken into account mapping 

metabolites when possible to reduce the manual curation. The 

introduction of edit distance helps to filter away metabolite 

pairs with number of different symbols above the threshold. 

The effect of edit distance increase in case of long metabolite 

names. 

The use of additional criteria (compartments, formulas, edit 

distance) can only improve the quality of automatic 

metabolites reconciliation, however, most of this data is often 

included in models. 
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Abstract: The principles of Precision Agriculture (PA) can be applied also to the beekeeping branch. Precision Beekeeping (PB) 

(Precision Apiculture) can be implemented as a three phase cycle including 1) data collection, 2) data analysis and 3) application. 

The first two phases are based information technologies in case of remote recognition. The third phase  is realized manually  

according to the decisions made after data collection and analysis. 

This study is dedicated to the information processing approaches taking into account the peculiarities of the beekeeping branch. 

Classification of deviations at several levels is proposed: colony level (most colonies in the same location behave normally); 

apiary level (most apiaries at other locations behave normally); bee farm level (most apiaries of other bee farms behave normally) 

and regional level (most bee farms in the region do not behave normally). Two levels of information analysis are suggested: bee 

farm level (information about individual colonies in different apiaries) and regional level (summary of information collected at the 

level of bee farms). 

Decision support systems (DSS) are proposed to automate data analysis. Continuous operation and high processing capacities of 

electronics can significantly improve implementations of PB. DSS may be delegated to make some decisions automatically or 

request the analysis of proposed decision by a specialist in data processing or beekeeper. 

Keywords: precision beekeeping, precision apiculture, data collection, decision support system. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Information and communication technologies (ICT) pro-

vide indispensable support for business, agriculture, and pro-

duction processes. The rapid development of information tech-

nologies and computer control enabled the development of 

precision agriculture (PA) aiming to monitor and control indi-

vidual agricultural units. The definition of Precision Agricul-

ture is still developing and improving, because technologies 

that are used in PA are changing and comprehension about 

theoretical and practical opportunities is developing. Over the 

years the emphasis of the definition has changed from follow-

ing soil characteristics in agriculture (Robert and Stafford, 

1999) to more complicated where quality of the end product 

and impact on the environment becomes more relevant 

(McBratney et al., 2005).  

PA principles have been adapted to several agricultural 

(McBratney et al., 2005; Morais et al., 2008; Whelan and 

McBratney, 2000) and forestry (Zhang et al., 2011) branches. 

The same principles can be applied also for beekeeping taking 

a bee colony as the smallest industrial unit of interest in bee-

keeping. Apiculture (Beekeeping) is one of the branches of 

agriculture where precision approach is recently adapted 

(Zacepins et al., 2012). Precision beekeeping (PB) approach is 

based on the continuous measurements of individual bee colo-

nies and can be applied all year round thus detecting different 

states of colonies and apiaries enabling rapid reaction by the 

beekeeper in case of necessity (Zacepins et al., 2012). 

PA branches can be analyzed as a three phase cycle 

including 1) data collection, 2) data analysis and 3) application 

(Terry, 2006). These phases are at very different development 

stage in case of PB. Thre first two phases are closely related to 

the information technologies while the third one usually has to 

be done by a beekeeper according to the decisions made after 

data anlysis. 

There are quite many parameters that can be measured to 

assess the state of individual bee colonies. Still they are very 

different in terms of information processing and transmission. 

For instance a temperature measurement returns just one 

number that can be easily stored in memory or transmitted 

while sound measurements request intensive processing or 

transmission of large amount of data.  

The data analysis phase is the stumbling block to adoption 

of PA generally (McBratney et al., 2005). The same applies to 

the precision beekeeping. Some data analysis based decision 

support systems are reported in the literature. Most of them 

concentrate on single colony level while the others are aiming 

for benefit of larger regions involving wider community into 

measurements and data exchange enabled by information 

technology. 
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The article concentrates on the remote performance of 

measurements, data analysis of measurements and principles 

of decision support systems taking into account the 

peculiarities of beekeeping branch and opportunities offered by 

information technologies. 

2. Different level data based state recognition in precision 

beekeeping 

Compared to other branches of agriculture the industrial 

beekeeping has several peculiarities which should be addressed 

by PB technologies. (1) Honey bees are social insect and one 

industrial unit is a bee colony that consists of tens of thousands 

of individual bees. (2) The foraging area of honey bees is 

around their location within radius of about 3 kilometres and 

beekeeper can influence the feedstock by transporting bee 

colonies to places with different nectar sources. (3) Bee 

colonies usually are kept in groups with limited number of 10-

30 colonies in one location because more colonies may not 

have sufficient amount of nectar available in the foraging area 

which leads to reduced incomes per colony. (4) Remote state 

recognition is important because bee colonies in apiaries can 

be left without inspection for long time if they are in 

acceptable state. (5) Wide foraging area adds complexity to the 

control of bee diseases. 

A beekeeper is interested in classification of deviations at 

several levels taking into account the above mentioned 

peculiarities and business tasks of beekeeping (Fig. 1): colony 

level (most colonies in the same location behave normally); 

apiary level (most apiaries at other locations behave normally); 

beekeeper’s farm level (most apiaries of other bee farms 

behave normally) and regional level (most bee farms in the 

region do not behave normally).   

To operate with data at different levels it is necessary to 

centralize the data by it’s transfer using internet or other 

transmission technologies depending on the local 

circumstances to extract maximal benefit from any 

measurement. The value of a single measurement may increase 

analyzing it in context with other ones. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Different scales of information collection in beekeeping: colony level, apiary level, bee farm level and regional level. 

 

2.1. Colony level decisions 

Colony level decisions should be made based on individual 

colony measurements and monitoring. For example, based on 

low temperature in a colony it is possible to conclude if the bee 

colony is in a passive/inactive state, if other colonies have 

temperature about 30
o
C (Stalidzans and Berzonis, 2013). 

Preswarming and swarming state detection is another colony-

level challenge for automatic remote detection systems. 

Temperature measurements of the individual colonies seem 

to be the most cost efficient way to monitor colony activity and 

behaviour (Zacepins and Karasha, 2013; Zacepins et al., 2013). 

Other parameters like air humidity, gas content, sound, video 

and may be used as well. Still analysis of economical 

feasibility of different systems has to be clarified depending on 

technological, climatic and genetic context of particular bee 

farms or even apiaries. 

2.2. Apiary level decisions 

Apiary level problems are mainly related to the location of 

apiary assuming that all the apiaries of particular bee farm are 

treated in the same way. In this case all the apiary colonies are 

exposed to the apiary specific factor. Some examples of apiary 

level factors are: limitations of nectar availability, application 

of pesticides within the foraging area, noise or other disturb-

ances close to the apiary, theft, diseases.    

In spite of the fact that all the colonies in apiary are 

exposed to the disturbing factor their reaction may be different 

depending on the internal state of colonies (after swarming, 

queenless etc.). Video technologies can be used for apiary 

level monitoring to observe the whole apiary. Different 

approaches of video activation can be used to reduce the 

amount of produced data (Meitalovs et al., 2009) if necessary. 

Climate observation tools with remote connectin can be 

applied to determine the local weather parameters. 

According to the measurements apiary level decisions can 

be very different: visit of the apiary to examine the situation in 

details, transportation of bee colonies to a different place, 

feeding of bee colonies, disease treatment etc. 

2.3. Bee farm level decisions 

Farm specific problems mostly are caused by the way of 

operation of bee farm and should be observed in all the 

apiaries belonging to the same bee farm (Fig. 1). The causes 

should be of technological origin: wrong timing of operations, 

inefficient medical treatment etc. 

The decisions should be based on analysis of the applied 

technologies and approaches if similar deviations are not 
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observed at apiaries of a different bee farms having apiaries in 

the same area which should be exposed to similar 

circumstances (for instance B2 and C2 in Fig.1). Thus it is 

critical for farm level decisions to have access to the 

measurements of other farms in the same region to distinguish 

between bee farm and regional level problems as they may 

require different decisions and actions.  

One example of remote decision system is practically 

applied for indoor wintering of bees where temperature 

monitoring at individual colony level is proposed (Zacepins 

and Stalidzans, 2012). This kind of architecture can be used 

both for apiary and farm level (Fig. 2). 

 

 
Fig. 2. Architecture of decision support system for bee wintering building.

2.4. Regional level based decisions 

Similar deviations from normal behaviour of significant 

part of apiaries of different farms in the same geographical 

region are a signal for necessary measures at regional scale. 

Regional level problems can be caused by unusual climatic 

circumstances (dry, wet, cold, hot), diseases of bees or plants 

etc. Information about regional problems, detected by 

collaboration of several bee farms by the exchange of 

measurements, can be spread among all the beekeepers 

(including hobby ones) in the region even if they do not 

participate in the collection of measurements. Informing about 

regional problems some activities can be suggested to 

minimize the impact of discovered regional problems.  

Early diagnostics of diseases, especially infectious ones can 

prevent significant losses in a region directly for beekeepers 

and indirectly for agriculturists due to reduced pollination. 

Colony collapse disorder (CCD) may serve as a good example 

for regional level problems (Cox-Foster et al., 2007; Van 

Engelsdorp et al., 2008). 

Example of functioning regional level data collection 

system prototype is transnational bee colony monitoring 

system which operates as an international network including 

bee colonies in Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Latvia and 

Germany (http://biavl.volatus.de/bsm0/BSM.html#). The 

advantage of this system is it’s geographical coverage and the 

number of measured parameters: weight changes, ambient 

temperature, precipitation, and the temperature of the colony. 

A disadvantage is the low number of monitored colonies and 

lack of decision support system. Independent on it’s current 

execution and intensity of use this system is a good prototype 

for future developments. 

Another regional level project is NASA Goddard Space 

Flight Center initiated project 

(http://honeybeenet.gsfc.nasa.gov/) where daily weighing of 

hives by volunteers is merged with satellite data (Nightingale 

et al., 2008). Beekeepers can also directly monitor the weight 

changes to estimate the amount of incoming nectar. 

Mentioned projects indicate both interest in remote data 

collection and sharing and technical opportunities for practical 

implementation at a regional level. Still reliable decision 

support systems are needed to make use of collected data. 

3. ICT aspects of information collection and decision 

support in PB 

3.1. Information collection, processing and transfer 

A prerequisite of the above mentioned four level based 

decisions is a system of information collection, processing and 

transfer. Two levels of information collection can be used: bee 

farm level (information about individual colonies in different 

http://biavl.volatus.de/bsm0/BSM.html
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apiaries) and regional level (summary of information at the 

level of bee farms). Bee farm level information collection is 

reasonable as the lowest level of decision making assuming 

that all the apiaries of particular bee farm is managed by the 

same team. The collection and analysis of regional information 

can be performed by regional governments, beekeeper 

societies or temporary projects. 

While developing farm level systems it is crucial to decide 

about information processing and transfer options, because it is 

possible to process data onsite and transfer just a summary or 

transfer all the raw data to a remote computational centre for 

further processing. The decision about local or centralized 

information processing can significantly influence the costs of 

system. That can be very important issue depending on the 

processing peculiarities of particular parameter. For instance, 

the result of temperature or humidity measurements is just a 

digit that does not request much processing and even transfer 

of that information is cheap. That is different in case of sound 

measurements or video recording where both processing and 

transfer are much more complicated and costly. 

Apiaries which are located in sites without centralized 

electricity supply have another problem: energy source. 

Depending on a solution (batteries, solar panel, wind generator 

etc.) additional limitations may appear having impact on the 

feasibility of PB system of interest (Zacepins et al., 2013). 

3.2. Decision support systems (DSS) 

The second stage of PA approach – data analysis – can be 

performed by the beekeeper interpreting received data. Infor-

mation technologies can at least partly replace a specialist in 

case of large data amount or if continuous analysis is neces-

sary. such approach could help beekeepers which hardly could 

interpret the data by themselves. The computational support of 

beekeepers can be done using DSS where different algorithms 

and models can be implemented (Fig. 3).  

Task of the models is to represent various real physical, bi-

ological, economical or other processes. Usually models give a 

simplified view about process, but nevertheless information, 

which is provided by the model, is useful for the detailed re-

search of the process (Sokolowski and Banks, 2009). Models 

can be divided in two categories: identification (qualitative) 

and quantitative models (Holjushkin and Grazhdannikov, 

2000). For instance, identification model could be used to de-

termine if colony is in the preswarming state where the answer 

is “yes” or “no”. A quantitative model would predict, for in-

stance, the number of bees in the colony in particular date 

where the answer is a number of bees. 

DSS may use different combinations of different model 

types to suggest particular decisions to the beekeeper.  

Authors propose to divide decision making process in three 

levels (Fig. 4): 

 input data level – where all needed data about process 

and object should be defined; 

 model level – where input data is used by various dif-

ferent dimension models with main aim to determine the 

object state and status of the process; 

 decision level – where model outputs are analysed with 

main aim to choose the right decision (beekeeping opera-

tion to be performed).  

Different states of colony, apiary, bee farm and region can 

be recognized with different level of reliability. Therefore, 

depending on the importance of detected state and importance 

of immediate action DSS may be delegated to make some de-

cisions automatically or request the analysis of proposed deci-

sion by a specialist in data processing or beekeeper. Thus the 

combination of ICT applications in data collection and data 

analysis can give important new tools for PB applications at 

bee farm and regional level. 

 

 

DSS

Data

State (f.i. queenless colony, 

preswarming)

Model based recognition of 

the object state

Precision Beekeeping 

control system

Sensor Network (PB tool)

PB tool Nr.1

Decision about control actions 

(f.i. add queen to queenless 

colony, split a colony)

PB tool Nr.n

 
Fig. 3. Diagram of information flow for DSS implementation in PB. 
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Decision taking module

M2 M3 M4 M5 Mn

 
Fig. 4. Three levels of the decision making in DSS. 

4. Conclusion 

ICT can be applied at two phases of Precision Beekeeping 

(PB): data collection and data analysis. Data collection 

includes the data collection on the colony level, data 

processing and data transfer to make them available for the 

specialist or decision support system. Rational compromise 

between local processing of information and transmission of 

unprocessed information has to be found depending on several 

factors.  

Decision support systems (DSS) are proposed to automate 

data analysis. Continuous operation and high processing 

capacities of electronics thus can be useful help in PB. DSS 

may be delegated to make some decisions automatically or 

request the analysis of proposed decision by a specialist in data 

processing or beekeeper.  

Several levels of decisions can be made using PB approach 

based on different level of information: colony level, apiary 

level, bee farm level and regional level. Two levels of 

information analysis can be used: bee farm level (information 

about individual colonies in different apiaries) and regional 

level (summary of information collected at the level of bee 

farms). Bee farm level information collection is reasonable as 

the lowest level of decision assuming that all the apiaries of 

particular bee farm is managed by the same team. The 

collection and analysis of regional information can be 

performed by regional governments, beekeeper societies or 

temporary projects. 

Three level decision making process is proposed: input data 

level, model level and decision level. It is proposed to use 

interaction between quantitative and qualitative models. 
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Abstract: In case of optimization of biochemical networks the best combination of adjustable parameters has to be found keeping 

low the costs of modification of biochemical network and reducing the risk of unpredicted side effects of processes outside the 

scope of the model. Dynamic models of biochemical networks usually are in form of system of differential equations and therefore 

can not be optimized analytically. Usually they are optimized using computationally demanding global stochastic optimization 

methods which may have hardly predictable duration of optimization. Optimization of all the possible combinations is necessary to 

find the best set of adjustable parameters per number of parameters in combination. Due to the combinatorial explosion the full 

search often is not feasible approach if computational and time resources are limited.  

In this study the performance of full search is compared with forward selection and three metabolic control based methods which 

need significantly less combinations to be examined. It is found that forward selection is a good compromise in case of larger 

number of adjustable parameters where the number of possible combinations exceeds the available resources needed for full 

search in the adjustable parameter space. It is proposed to combine full search for small number of adjustable parameters with 

forward selection at larger number of adjustable parameters per combination. 

Keywords: ranking, adjustable parameters, optimization, dynamic model, biochemical networks. 

 

1. Introduction 

The development of models of biochemical processes 

becomes more common task in the developing fields of 

systems biology and synthetic biology which in turn help in 

the development of biotechnological, medical and 

environmental solutions. In case of dynamic models parameter 

estimation (Mendes et al., 2009; Moles et al., 2003; Rodriguez-

Fernandez et al., 2006) is often used to find the correct values 

of model parameters to repeat the process of interest. Design 

task (Mendes and Kell, 1998) is performed to find the most 

effective manipulation with adjustable parameters of the 

process of interest. Global stochastic optimization methods are 

often used to solve both kind of tasks (Banga, 2008; 

Rodriguez-Fernandez et al., 2006). Some disadvantages of 

global stochastic optimization methods are 1) the hardly 

predictable duration of optimization (Mozga and Stalidzans, 

2011a; Nikolaev, 2010) and 2) possible stagnation in local 

optima (Mozga and Stalidzans, 2011b; Sulins and Mednis, 

2012).  

Often both in parameter estimation and design tasks it is 

necessary to find the smallest set of adjustable parameters to 

satisfy the task setting: requested level of similarity between 

experimental measurements and the behaviour of model in 

case of parameter estimation task or the necessary level of 

improvement of objective function in case of design task. The 

problem appears because of the combinatorial nature of the 

task when the best combination of limited number of 

parameters has to be found (Pharkya and Maranas, 2006; 

Yousofshahi et al., 2013). One of approaches is to use the 

optimization potential to find out when further improvement 

becomes impossible (Mozga and Stalidzans, 2011c; Mozga, 

2012). Application of parallel optimization runs is proposed to 

analyze (Kostromins et al., 2012) and automatically detect the 

moment of termination of optimization runs (Sulins and 

Stalidzans, 2012). Still those attempts remain computationally 

consuming and request analysis of large amount of 

combinations. 

There are several approaches based on some metabolic 

network specific features. A method that uses all the enzymes 

on the way between substrate and product is proposed by 

Kacser and Acerenza (Kacser and Acerenza, 1993). The 

advantage of this approach is it’s simplicity. The main 

disadvantage is the fact that good increase of objective 

function can be reached also using smaller set of enzymes 

(Nikolaev, 2010; Rodríguez-Prados et al., 2009). Metabolic 

Control Analysis (MCA) approach (Fell, 1992) based solutions 

are proposed (Acerenza and Ortega, 2007; Hatzimanikatis, 

1999; Magnus et al., 2009; Rodríguez-Prados et al., 2009; 

Stephanopoulos and Simpson, 1997). Still most of them need 

transformations of models that is hard to automate. 

In this study several simple approaches including MCA 

based ones are tested on their efficiency and compared with 

full combinatorial search. The tested approaches examine 

small number of combinations which is close to the number of 

adjustable parameters. The execution of all tested methods can 

be performed without transformations of models and can be 

automated. Tests are performed using model of yeast 

glycolysis (Hynne et al., 2001).   

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Optimization task and software  

Yeast glycolysis model (Hynne et al., 2001) downloaded 

from Biomodels data base (Le Novère et al., 2006) is used as a 

http://dx.doi.org/10.11592/bit.130503
mailto:jurijs.sulins@hotmail.com
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test model for optimization. The model contains 2 

compartments, 24 reactions and 25 metabolites. Objective 

function in all optimization runs was 

 

Concentrations of enzymes catalyzing 15 reactions were 

chosen as total set of adjustable parameters. COPASI (Hoops 

et al., 2006), build 30, is used as optimization tool. Particle 

swarm optimization method is applied with following method 

parameters: Iteration Limit: 2000; Swarm Size: 50; Std. 

Deviation: 1e-06; Random Number Generator: 1; Seed: 0. The 

values of adjustable parameters were allowed to change within 

a wide range from -99% up to 1000% from their initial values. 

“Steady state” subtask of optimization was chosen to reject 

solutions without steady state. ConvAn software (Kostromins 

et al., 2012) is used for analysis of optimization dynamics.  

2.2. Ranking methods 

Computationally demanding full combinatorial search of 

the possible space of adjustable parameter combinations is 

compared to several alternatives: forward selection method and 

three MCA based methods. The proposed MCA methods are 

applicable without any alterations or analysis of the 

biochemical network like other MCA based methods 

(Acerenza and Ortega, 2007; Hatzimanikatis, 1999; Magnus et 

al., 2009; Stephanopoulos and Simpson, 1997) bringing the 

advantage of possible automation of the model analysis as a 

single task. Flux control coefficients (FCC) or concentration 

control coefficients (CCC) are used depending on the 

expression of objective function. Full combinatorial search in 

this case serves as a benchmark for evaluation of other 

methods. 

2.2.1. 1-st method 

The 1st method starts with no adjustable parameters in the 

model and adds the next adjustable parameter with the largest 

module of flux control coefficient (FCC) of initial model 

(before optimizations) that corresponds to the objective 

function. That is repeated until all the adjustable parameters 

are involved. In each step the values of adjustable parameters 

reached in the previous step remain fixed. The number of 

tested combinations in this case corresponds to the number of 

adjustable parameters. In case of proposed model that is 15. 

2.2.2. 2-nd method 

The 2nd method is similar to the 1st method. The only 

difference is that the FCC coefficients of a steady state after 

optimization of all adjustable parameters in one set are taken 

into account calculating the largest module of FCC that 

corresponds to the objective function. This method takes into 

account the best possible improvement of the model instead of 

the initial state of the model which is not changed under 

influence of the objective function. The number of tested 

combinations in this case corresponds to the number of 

adjustable parameters. In case of proposed model that is 15. 

2.2.3. 3-rd method 

The 3rd method is reverse compared to the 2nd one: the 

starting point is a model which is optimized with all the 

adjustable parameters in one set. FCC of the optimized model 

is used. The main difference is that the initial state is when all 

the adjustable parameters are included and in each step the 

adjustable parameter with the smallest module of FCC that 

corresponds to the objective function is removed. That is 

similar to the backward elimination approach. The process is 

completed when all the parameters are removed from the set of 

adjustable parameters. The number of tested combinations in 

this case also equals to the number of adjustable parameters 

(15). 

2.2.4. Forward selection 

Forward selection method starts with no adjustable 

parameters in the model and tests the addition of each 

adjustable parameter using objective function as criterion 

adding the adjustable parameter that improves the objective 

function the most, and repeating this process until all 

adjustable parameters are involved. The number of optimized 

combinations for n adjustable parameters is equal to their sum: 




n

1i
ix  

That is significantly bigger number than  the one for 1st, 

2nd and 3rd methods. In the experiment only up to eight 

adjustable parameters per combination were examined because 

the maximal possible value of objective function (equals to the 

one of all 15 parameters) was already reached and further 

addition of adjustable parameters could not increase it.   

2.2.5. Full search 

Fulle search is the most demanding approach in terms of 

computational costs because of the large number of 

combinations. The number of combinations of m parameters 

out of n parameters can be calculated by formula: 
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The number of all possible combinations with up to n 

adjustable parameters out of n can be calculated as follows: 
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Therefore the number of combinations of parameters is 

increasing very fast and reaches 32767 possible combinations 

for up to 15 parameters out of the set consisting of 15 

parameters.  

Thus the screening of all the combinations with 

optimization runs is very demanding in terms of time and 

computational resources. complicated or almost impossible 

due to the huge number of combinations and unpredictable 

optimization time to reach the global optimum close objective 

function value (Mozga and Stalidzans, 2011a). The main 

advantage is that checking all the possible combinations it is 

guaranteed that the best one is found. 

Due to the high number of combinations this method is 

performed for only up to three adjustable parameters. That 

means 15 combinations of one parameter, 105 combinations of 

two parameters and 455 combinations of three parameters 

(totally 475 combinations) are examined. 

3. Results and discussion 

The best values of objective function per number of 

adjustable parameters in combinations (Fig. 1) demonstrate big 

advantage of full search method over the other ones at small 

number of adjustable parameters. The main drawback is the 

very high number of searched combinations (475) compared to 

3, 3, 114 and 6 combinations for 1st, 2nd, 3rd and forward 

selection methods. 

flowEthanol
uptakeoseGluc
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Fig. 1. The best values of objective function per number of adjustable parameters in combinations for compared methods. 

Forward selection method is applied for up to eight parameters. Full search is applied for up to three parameters. 

 

Forward selection method needs 120 combinations for 15 

adjustable parameters and show convincing advantage over all 

the MCA based methods which request almost 10 times less 

(15) combinations to cover all the 15 parameters. At the same 

time the maximal possible increase of objective function is 

reached already including eight parameters and 

correspondingly using 92 instead of 120 combinations. Thus 

the experiment shows clear correlation between the 

performance of method and the number of examined 

combinations.  

Comparing the MCA based methods the 1st and 2nd 

method show very similar behavior except for 8 and 9 

parameters. The 3rd method has slightly better performance 

number of adjustable parameters close to the maximum. 

Full search for small number of adjustable parameters 

could be combined with forward selection taking into account 

the good performance of full search at small number of 

adjustable parameters and forward selection as the second best 

method.  

4. Conclusion 

The tested MCA based or forward selection based methods 

can not compete with the full search method. Therefore full 

search method should be used if the computational resources 

and time are available and high confidence about closeness of 

the best result to the global optima is needed. 

Forward selection is a good compromise in case of larger 

number of adjustable parameters where the number of possible 

combinations exceeds the available resources needed for full 

search in the parameter space.   

All MCA based methods demonstrate poor performance 

and might be outperformed even by selection of random 

combinations (not tested in this study). 

The performed experiments can not be generalized for 

other optimization tasks and models but it clearly shows that 

poor performance of tested methods with limited search can 

have very poor performance. Generally the experiment shows 

clear correlation between the performance of method and the 

number of examined combinations.  

Full search for small number of adjustable parameters 

could be combined with forward selection taking into account 

the good performance of full search at small number of 

adjustable parameters and forward selection as the second best 

method. 
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Abstract: Many combinations of adjustable parameters should be tested in optimization experiments of biochemical networks to 

find the smallest subset of parameters enabling the best improvements of objective function both in case of design task and 

parameter estimation task. In case of optimization with global stochastic optimization methods one of the problems is the 

termination of the optimization run looking for a good compromise between spent computational resources and probability that the 

best found value of objective function will be the global optimum. Longer runs increase the possibility to each the global optimum. 

Automatic termination criteria in case of consensus or stagnation of parallel optimization runs have been proposed as criteria for 

automatic termination. Varying the consensus and delay time settings different probability of reaching global optimum and 

duration of optimization can be reached. It is proposed to modify automatic optimization termination criteria of parallel 

optimization runs applying upper limit agreement of a number of parallel optimization runs. Automatic application of upper limit 

agreement would reduce the duration of scanning of the whole space of combination of adjustable parameters. This approach is 

tested on the yeast glycolysis model with six adjustable parameters using COPASI, CoRunner and ConvAn software for five 

parallel optimization runs per combination of adjustable parameters.  

Keywords: optimization, termination criteria, global stochastic optimization method, parallel. 

 

1. Introduction 

Modelling becomes more and more important part of 

engineering cycle of biochemical processes (Banga, 2008; 

Hübner et al., 2011; Mauch et al., 2001). Optimization is one 

of the application fields of modelling. Improving the 

performance of a biochemical network for industrial purposes 

the goal is to use as few as possible alterations to the system to 

reach industrially interesting strain (Nikolaev, 2010; Pentjuss 

et al., 2013; Rodr  guez-Acosta et al., 1999; Trinh and Srienc, 

2009; Unrean et al., 2010).  

The necessity to find the best combination per number of 

adjustable parameters leads to combinatorial explosion of 

combinations of adjustable parameters which have to be 

optimized (Stalidzans et al., 2012). Therefore, automatic 

screening of all the possible combinations becomes important. 

Unfortunately the systems of differential equations describing 

dynamics of biochemical networks can not be solved 

analytically and global computationally expensive stochastic 

optimization methods are used due to variety of reasons 

(Banga, 2008; Mendes and Kell, 1998). One of the problems of 

global stochastic optimization methods is the decision about 

the termination of optimization run because this kind of 

methods can not guarantee global optimality (Banga, 2008). 

That can be compensated by longer optimization runs. The 

optimization can be terminated when there are no changes of 

the best value of the objective function for a longer time. Due 

to stochastic nature the duration of optimization procedure 

becomes hardly predictable (Mozga et al., 2011; Nikolaev, 

2010) even for the same model and constant number of 

adjustable parameters in combination (Mozga and Stalidzans, 

2011a). Application of parallel optimization runs (Sulins and 

Stalidzans, 2012) with consensus and stagnation criteria is 

proposed to automate the termination of optimization runs 

(Sulins and Mednis, 2012). 

It is proposed to modify automatic optimization 

termination criteria (Sulins and Mednis, 2012) of parallel 

optimization runs (Sulins and Stalidzans, 2012) and use upper 

limit agreement of a number of parallel optimization runs to 

reduce the duration of scanning of the whole space of 

combination of adjustable parameters. This approach is tested 

on the yeast glycolysis model of Galazzo and Bailey (Galazzo 

and Bailey, 1990) with six adjustable parameters.  

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Model and optimization task setting 

The yeast glycolysis model (Galazzo and Bailey, 1990) is 

used as an optimization task example. The optimization task is 

set according to the in silico optimization experiments of 

ethanol production performed by Rodriguez-Acosta on the 

same model (Rodr  guez-Acosta et al., 1999). Concentrations of 

six enzymes catalyzing reactions ATPase, GAPD, Glucose in 

(Glu), Hexokinase (HK), Phosphofructokinase (PFK) and 

Pyruvate kinase (PK) are chosen as adjustable parameters. 63 

combinations of six adjustable parameters (up to six out of six) 

are optimized. The range of changes of adjustable parameters 

is set within range from -99% to +900% (from 100-fold 

decrease to 10-fold increase) from their initial values. 

Maximization of the flow through reaction Pyruvate kinase 

(PK) (proportional to the ethanol production) is set as the 

objective function. Generally the proposed approach upper 

limit agreement can be used also for minimization tasks. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.11592/bit.130504
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2.2. Software tools and optimization settings 

The experiments are performed using COPASI (Hoops et 

al., 2006) Build 35 as the optimization tool. Particle swarm 

optimization method was used with following settings: 

iteration limit 30000, Swarm Size 50, Std. Deviation 1-e-06, 

Random Number Generator 1 and Seed 0. Steady state subtask 

is selected.  

CoRunner software (Sulins and Stalidzans, 2012) is used 

for management of parallel optimization runs of COPASI files. 

Parallel optimization runs are stopped when all the five parallel 

runs have reached consensus with consensus corridor 1 % and 

delay time 15 minutes. The data about the dynamics of the 

objective function values of these optimization runs are used as 

test case to examine the reliability of proposed optimization 

termination criteria which are less demanding than consensus.  

ConvAn software (Kostromins et al., 2012) is used for 

discretization and analysis of convergence dynamics of parallel 

optimization runs. The discretization step is set at 60 seconds.  

2.3. Determination of upper limit 

Consensus of two and more optimization runs at the best 

value of objective function is tested as termination criterion of 

parallel optimization runs of global stochastic optimization 

methods (Fig. 1). The best value of objective function for each 

combination of adjustable parameters after reaching the 

consensus (as described in section 2.2) is set as global 100% 

value to assess the effect of less demanding consensus criterion 

on the reduction of objective function value. The necessary 

time to reach for consensus (as described in section 2.2) is set 

as 100% of optimization time to assess the reduction of 

optimization duration using upper limit agreement criteria. 

Only combinations of adjustable parameters which reach 

consensus (Sulins and Mednis, 2012) are used in this study. 

Upper limit agreement of two (three, four...) runs 

termination criterion is satisfied when within 1% consensus 

corridor of the best objective function value among all the 

parallel runs  are two (three, four...) best values of objective 

function of parallel runs. There is no delay time applied (delay 

time=0). 

. 

 
Fig. 1. Determination of upper level agreement for two and more parallel optimization runs and corresponding losses of 

best value and savings of computational time. 0% and 100% of increase of objective function best value correspond to the 

value of model before optimization and after delay time of consensus correspondingly. 100% of optimization time 

correspond to 1620 seconds. 

 

3. Results 

Earlier termination of parallel optimization runs reduces 

the duration of optimization and the best value of objective 

function (Fig. 2). Totally 63 combinations consist of 

correspondingly 6, 15, 20, 15, 6 and 1 combinations of 1, 2, 3, 

4, 5 and 6 adjustable parameters in combination. The number 

of combinations that reached consensus/stagnation state are 

correspondingly 6/0 for one adjustable parameter in 

combination, 15/0 for two adjustable parameters in 

combination, 17/3 for three adjustable parameters in 

combination, 19/1 for four adjustable parameters in 

combination, 5/1 for five adjustable parameters in combination 

and 1/0 for six adjustable parameters in combination. Totally 

five out of 63 combinations stagnated and are not included in 

the calculations for Fig. 2. There is no statistics about the case 

of six adjustable parameters as there is only one combination 

possible. 
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a) b) 

  
c) d) 

  
e) f) 

  
g) h) 

  
i) j) 

Fig. 2. Reduction of objective function value and on the increase of optimization time for one (a and b), two (c and d), three 

(e and f), four (g and h) and five (i and j) parameters correspondingly. Error bars demonstrate the standard deviation at 

n=6 for one, n=15 for two, n=20 for three, n=15 for four and n=6 for five parameters.
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4. Discussion 

The reduction of the optimization time compared with full 

consensus within 1% corridor and 15 minutes delay time is 

about 80% independent on the number of adjustable 

parameters per combination. The curves are decreasing but still 

the average values always remain above 60% indicating that 

the saving of optimization time can be expected about 60-90%. 

In absolute numbers the optimization duration savings increase 

with the number of parameters in combination. 

The average loss of best value can be significant in case of 

upper level agreement of two runs while it is below 1% 

starting from upper level agreement of three runs. Thus 

experiments demonstrate that consensus criterion (Sulins and 

Mednis, 2012) can be applied in a less strict way saving about 

2/3 of optimization time and loosing less than 1% of objective 

function improvement if upper level agreement of at least three 

parallel runs is reached. 

More experiments are needed to generalize the conclusions 

about the efficiency of upper limit agreement criterion. In case 

bigger models and larger set of adjustable parameters the 

length of optimization duration would increase (Mozga and 

Stalidzans, 2011b) and time savings in percents would reduce 

while the time savings in absolute numbers would increase. 

Looking at the savings of computational resources it can be 

calculated that faster result is reached by n-fold increase of 

computational resources where n is the number of parallel 

optimization runs. Thus in case of n-fold reduction of 

computational time would mean equal use of computational 

time (processor hours). More than n-fold reduction of 

computational time would mean additional benefit: savings of 

computational time in addition to the savings of optimization 

duration.  

The 100% of optimization time in this study is determined 

experimentally and means the moment of automatic 

termination at consensus within 1% corridor of all parallel 

optimization runs. The time scale would therefore change if 

the corridor or delay time would be changed. The time scale 

would change even more if 100% time would be determined 

voluntary by an expert. 

The algorithm for upper level agreement criteria 

implementation can be executed automatically in optimization 

software. 

5. Conclusion 

Significant time can be saved in case of approximate 

estimation of the best value of objective function for a 

particular combination of adjustable parameters using upper 

limit agreement criterion. Consensus of all parallel runs 

generally is a special case of upper level agreement criterion 

when all the parallel runs come to upper level agreement.  

Computational experiments demonstrate that upper level 

agreement of at least three parallel optimization runs reduces 

the necessary optimization time by 60-90% and reduces the 

best value of objective function just by up to 1% compared to 

consensus within 1% of five parallel runs with delay time of 15 

minutes. More extensive experiments would be needed to 

generalize this statement. 

The optimization termination algorithm can be executed 

automatically. 
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